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      For information you are entitled to about the processing of your personal data under Article 15 of the GDPR, please see GDPR Article 15 Information AccountMutated Category: Usage data The event contains information about when a user makes a modification to the user's account. item name item description This field describes the timestamp recorded when the Spotify Server received the event. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is context_time the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). message_country This field specifies which country the user is registered in message_deleted This field specifies if the user has marked for deletion message_disabled This field specifies if the user account has been disabled message_email This field specifies the user's email address message_email_verified This field specifies when the email address was verified message_employee This field specifies if the user is a Spotify employee message_facebook_uid This field specifies which facebook account is linked to the user's Spotify account message_is_email_verified This field specifies if the user's email is verified message_mutated_fields This field describes which fields have changed as part of this event message_new_user This field is set to true if this event was part of the account registration message_password This field specifies if the user has a password message_password_invalidated This field specifies if the user's password was invalidated message_products This field specifies which products the user has timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. AddedToCollection Category: Usage Data This file contains records about each time a user adds an item to a collection. item name item description message_item_uri This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of the added track. This field describes the name of the set that the item was added to. For Example: "collection" message_set for Your Library or "show" for Podcasts. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. AddedToPlaylist Category: Usage Data This file contains records about each time a user adds an audio file to a playlist. item name item description This field assigns a numeric value that represents which client was used when the item was message_client_platform added to the playlist. Eg. 0=Windows, 6=Android, 36=iPhone. This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of the item type that was added. Different item types have different URIs, e.g. spotify:track:4mC6yZvp9zfzp21IuLAPGD for a message_item_uri music track, or spotify:episode:3ep3RK1aRJBcLZdggH5qvC for a podcast episode. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. AddedToRootlist Category: Usage data This event is logged when a user adds an item to their rootlist (list of playlists). item name item description This field describes the timestamp recorded when the Spotify Server received the event. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is context_time the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). This field assigns a numeric value that represents which client was used when the item was message_client_platform added to the rootlist. Eg. 0=Windows, 6=Android, 36=iPhone. This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that identifies the item that was message_item_uri removed. This field describes the type of item that was removed. Different types can e.g. be a playlist or message_item_uri_kind a folder. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. AndroidDeviceReport Category: Usage data This event contains information about the Android device, such as model, screen, memory, etc item name item description context_application_version This field provides information on the application version context_device_manufacturer This field describes the name of the accessory manufacturer. context_device_model This field describes the internal code for the device model context_os_name This field describes the name of the Operating System on the device context_os_version This field describes the version of the Operating System on the device This field describes the timestamp recorded when the Spotify Server received the event. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is context_time the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). message_cpu_family The type of cpu the phone have. message_cpu_features Info of the CPU on the phone. It would tell what kind of cpu the phone has. message_fb_yearclass From Facebook calculated which year the device would be considered "high end”, e.g. 2012 message_firmware A build ID from the android os. message_manufacturer The manufacturer of the phone. message_max_freq The max frequency of the processor on the phone, e.g. 1300000 kHz message_memory How much memory the phone has i.e. the RAM size of the phone. message_num_processors Numbers of processors that could be used while running the app on the phone. message_screen_height Screen width of phone. message_screen_size Screen size in inches of phone. message_screen_width Screen width of phone. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. AndroidLowMemory Category: Usage data This event might be emitted if the Android operating system has issued a low memory warning to our application. item name item description context_application_version This field provides information on the application version context_device_manufacturer This field describes the name of the accessory manufacturer. context_device_model This field describes the internal code for the device model context_os_name This field describes the name of the Operating System on the device context_os_version This field describes the version of the Operating System on the device This field describes the timestamp recorded when the Spotify Server received the event. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is context_time the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). This field describes the severity of the warning that was received. The values are specific to message_warning_level and defined by the Android OS and passed along as is. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_A11yFeatureUsage Category: Usage data This event contains information about which accessibility features are active on the user's device. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_any This field contains whether any accessiblity related features are enabled on the system This field indicates an OS setting is being used to provide audio cues for text, which may include many different mechanisms, including tap-to-speak, speak screen, or other screen message_audio_cues reading tools. This field indicates if the the OS setup to modify the display in some way. This could include colors, font size, or other changes that would result in a different rendering than would message_display_modified normally be expected. This field contains information regarding alternative mechanisms that are used to operate the message_input_alternatives users device. (example; screen readers) timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AdEvent Category: Marketing Data This file contains records of events for advertisements that is shown or attempted to show to the user. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user message_ad_format This field describes the format of the advertisement. For Example: Audio or video. message_country This field describes the user's country. message_event This field describes the name of the service event. message_event_sequence_num This field describes the service event sequence number in one advertisement session. message_event_version This field describes the event version in more detail, e.g. the type of error if it is an error event. message_file_type This field describes the file type of the advertisement. message_gender This field describes the user's gender. message_in_focus This field indicates whether the Spotify application was in focus when the event was triggered. message_ip_address This field describes the Internet Protocol address (ip-address) of the user. message_ms_from_start This field describes the position from the start of the advertisement. message_platform This field describes the device platform that is used. message_product This field describes the product that the user is subscribed to. message_slot This field describes the type of advertisement that is shown to the user. message_source This field describes the source that generates the Spotify service event. This field describes the time when the Spotify Server received the event from the client. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is message_time the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). message_username The username of the user timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AdFeedbackEvent Category: Usage data This event contains information about the user's feedback for a given ad. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_ad_id This field uniquely identifies the ad message_ad_playback_id This field identifies the ad break for this ad message_advertiser This field identifies the advertiser message_creative_id This field identifies the creative shown message_displayed_ad_content This field contains the HTML contents of a display ad message_event This field specifies the type of feedback event message_format This field identifies the ad's format message_image_url This field contains the companion image URL for the ad message_line_item_id This field identifies the line item the creative belongs to message_log_id This field uniquely identifies this message message_media_files This field contains information about the media assets used by the ad message_progress This field denotes the current playback progress of the ad message_title This field contains the ad's title message_volume This field indicates the playback volume of the ad timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AdRequestEvent Category: Usage data This event is generated when ad is requested. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_feature_identifier This field describes the feature requesting the ad message_latency_ms This field describes the request latency message_requested_ad_type This field describes the type of requested ad timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AddToPlaylist Category: Usage Data This file contains records about when the user adds a track to a playlist using the "Add to playlist button". item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) from where the user opened the add to playlist dialog, example when the user taps the "add to playlist" option in the context message_context_source menu for a track. message_intent This field describes the intent of the user, which is "add to playlist". This field describes the item type that is added to a playlist, e.g. a track, an episode or an message_item_type album. This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for the item that was added to the message_item_uri playlist. message_number_items This field describes the number of items that were added. message_playlist_index This field represent the index of where the playlist is located in the list of playlists. This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of the playlist that the user is adding message_playlist_uri to (or null if creating a new playlist). message_section This field describes what section of the Spotfiy application the content was added from. This field describes the time when the Spotify server received the event from the Spotify client. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January message_source 1970). This field describes the action that the user took, for example "add to playlist" or "create new message_source_action playlist". This field describes the time when the user added an items to a playlist. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is the number message_time of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). This field describes the total number of items displayed in the add to playlist dialog. E.g. how message_total_number_playlists many playlists the user can add an item to. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AudioDriverError Category: Usage Data This file contains records of the message sent when an error code is sent from the Operating System/Driver. An audio driver in this context is a piece of software that interacts with the operating system to play audio, for example through your speakers or headphones. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the name of the audio driver as reported from the operating system, if available, otherwise a name is assigned. An audio driver is a piece of software provided by message_driver_name the operating system to play audio files. This field describes the error code that was returned from the operating system audio driver. An audio driver in this context is a piece of software provided by the operating system to play message_error_code audio. message_location This field describes Spotify's software code location where the deteced error happened. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AudioDriverInfo Category: Usage data This event contains information about when we start or stop the connection to the operating system for sending audio data (the audio driver). item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username This field is a generic name of the OS component Spotify connect to, like "AudioUnitDriver" on message_driver_name iOS. message_output_device_category This is a generic name of the output, like "Headphones". This field is the name that the OS has for the output device. Can be generic like "Speaker" but message_output_device_name frequently it's more specific like "JBL T450BT" This field describes "created", "destroyed" or "route-changed". Meaning we either created or message_reason destroyed the audio driver connection, or we changed it to a new audio driver connection. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AudioOutputRoute Category: Usage Data This file contains records of the audio routes that were used when streaming audio. An audio route is an electronic pathway for audio signals and can identify, for example, phone built-in speaker, wired headphones or bluetooth speaker connected to the phone. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the active audio route name and the active Spotify Connect device name message_audio_output_name when available. This field describes the active audio route type or the active Spotify Connect device name when available. Audio route type can be one of line-out, headphones, bluetooth-a2dp, bluetooth-le, built-in-receiver, built-in-speaker, hdmi, airplay, bluetooth-hfp, usb-audio, message_audio_output_route carplay, other. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AudioSessionEvent Category: Usage Data This file contains records of events in audio sessions. Some examples of "events" are that music started playing or was paused. It is also used to report software failure, for example when some components can't process audio data. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field provides additional contextual information which for example is used to distinguish message_context when playback is paused or resumed by the operating system. This field describes when the user is pausing or resuming playback, finishing playing an item message_event and when the client is detecting an internal software failure. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_AudioSettingsReport Category: Usage Data This file contains records of messages that were sent each time a user changes settings related to audio playback and downloading. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes an internal name of the audio driver in use. An audio driver in this context message_audio_driver is the piece of Spotify software that interacts with the operating system to play audio. This field describes the user's setting on the loudness level selected. For example if user message_audio_loudness_level selected to play audio in Loud, Normal or Quiet level. This field describes the user's setting on how long the crossfade should be in milliseconds. "Cross fade" means the mixing of the end of one track with the beginning of the next track. message_crossfade_time The period between the two tracks is the calculated time in milliseconds. This field describes the user's setting on whether playback should crossfade between two tracks in their transition. "Cross fade" means the mixing of the end of one track with the message_enable_crossfade beginning of the next track. This field describes the user's setting on whether to play two consecutive tracks (in an album message_enable_gapless release) without a short silent gap in between. This field describes the user's setting on whether the volume of tracks will be normalized to message_enable_normalization play back at the same average volume level. This field describes the user's setting on whether the client should prefer low bitrate when on message_low_bitrate_on_cellular cellular network. Low bitrate saves data usage but gives lower quality of the music. This field describes the user's setting on whether the client is put in forced offline mode, where no audio data will be downloaded and no connection to the Spotify service will be set message_offline_mode up. This field describes the preferred bitrate in bits/second used when playing audio, taking both message_play_bitrate user settings and user device and account limitations into account. message_playback_speed This field describes the user's setting on how fast to play podcast audio, in percent. This field describes the preferred bitrate used when downloading audio content for use while message_sync_bitrate offline, taking both user settings, device and user account limitations into account. This field describes the user's setting that control whether the client should download content message_sync_over_cellular (for use while offline) when on a cellular network. This field describes the user selected bitrate in bits/second when playing music, or -1 if no message_user_selected_bitrate bitrate is selected. This field describes the selected bitrate in bits/second when downloading music for offline message_user_selected_sync_bitrate access, or -1 if no bitrate is selected. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_BixbyHomeCards Category: Usage data This event is clicks on Samsung Bixby Home cards such as play, pause, previous/next song, click on playlist items in list or open Spotify item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username This field is the ID of the Bixby Home card as it is registered in the Samsung Bixby Home message_card_id partner portal message_currently_playing This field is the Spotify uri of currently playing entity This field is the element within the card that the user is interacting with. e.g. main_view, message_element playback_controller, list_item_1, list_item_2, CTA message_event_type This field describes the type of card event. e.g. play, pause, recommenation_clicked message_uri This field is the Spotify uri of selected item timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_BrowseLink Category: Usage Data This file contains information about corrupt files that was downloaded by the client. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field logs if the iOS or Android application was launched after following this specific message_launched_client Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). This field describes the full external link that is being opened inside Spotify's iOS or Android message_link application. This field describes the source application package, i.e. the name or bundle-id, which is message_source requesting to open the link in the Spotify's iOS or Android application. This field describes the corresponding Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for the entity that is message_uri opened, e.g. album, playlist, artist, track. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_ClientLocale Category: Usage data This event contains the language setting on the user's computer, together with the language setting in the Spotify desktop client. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_client_default_locale The user's language setting in Windows/macOS, which the Spotify client will use by default The user's language setting inside the Spotify client, if any. If not set, the operating system message_user_specified_locale langauge setting will be used instead. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_CollectionModification Category: Usage Data This file contains records of each time the user either removes or adds content to their saved library or music collection. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the Spotify Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of the album that was message_album saved. This field describes the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of the context source, i.e from what message_context_source context the item was saved. This field describes the number of requested tracks that was modified. (-1 means message_num_tracks unspecified). message_operation This field describes what type of modification was made. For example Add/Remove. message_source This field describes the source of the modification, usually a view, such as the playlist view. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_ConnectDeviceDiscovered Category: Usage data This event contains Spotify compatible devices (speaker, cast device, gaming console, etc..) discovered on the same network as the users phone/desktop app. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_device_id This field is the identifier of the device logging this event message_discover_method This field is the protocol used to discover a device on the local network message_discovered_brand_display_name The brand of the discovered device message_discovered_client_id The identifyer for the partner integration of the discovered device message_discovered_device_availablilty The current state of the discovered device message_discovered_device_id This field is an identifier of the discovered device message_discovered_device_type This field is the type of discovered device message_discovered_library_version The version of the Spotify provided library used by the discovered device message_discovered_model_display_name This field is the model name of the discovered device message_discovered_product_id Id of the product. Unique per client timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_ConnectTransferResult Category: Usage data This event contains information about each playback transfer using Connect. The Connect feature enables the user to transfer playback from its phone/desktop app to a Spotify compatible device (speaker, cast device, gaming console, etc..) item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_device_brand The brand of the device transfering to message_device_client_id an identifyer of the partner integration of the device transfering to message_device_model The model of the device transfering to message_device_software_version The software version of the device transfering to message_device_type The type of device transfering to message_discovery_class The protocol/method used to transfer message_duration The duration of the transfer in milliseconds message_initial_device_state The state of the device transfering to before transfer message_login_duration The duration logging in and connecting the device transfering to, in milliseconds message_result The resulting status of the transfer message_retry_count How many retries was required to make the transfer message_target_device_id The identifier of the device transfering to message_transfer_intent_id An identifier of the transfer intent timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_ConnectionError Category: Usage Data This file contains records of the error messages sent each time the user's connection to Spotify did not complete. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user message_error_code This field describes an internal numerical code value stating why the client was disconnected. This field describes the hostname, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port and type of message_proxy proxy (if one is used) between the client application and the Spotify servers. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_ConnectivityPubsubEvent Category: Usage data This event was used to track a bug. if there is a bug a certain delay in milliseconds was logged, there is no personal data in this delay item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_event_local_time_ms This field describes the local timestamp in UNIX format of whne this event was created This field had only one value, essentially, "track the bug" string. that was added for message_event_type extensibility in the future that never happenned. This field was used to track a bug. if there is a bug a certain delay in milliseconds can was message_max_stale_callback_delay logged, there is no personal data in this delay timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DesktopDeviceInformation Category: Usage Data This file contains hardware and system information about the computer the Spotify macOS/Windows app is running on, like the screen size, amount of memory, what type of mouse/trackpad is connected etc. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the application language according to the Spotify application's own message_app_localization_language preferences. This field describes the product name of the screen. For example "Color LCD" or "DELL message_app_screen_model_name U3415W". This field describes the bluetooth link manager version, 0-9. -1 value is assigned if there is no message_bluetooth_link_manager_version bluetooth link identified. This field describes the name of the Bluetooth standard that the user's device supports, for message_bluetooth_version_string example "Bluetooth Core Specification 4.2". This field describes the size of the disk the user's device was started from. The disk size is message_boot_disk_capacity_bytes calculated in bytes. This field describes the amount of free space on the disk of the user's device. The free space message_boot_disk_free_space_bytes is calculated in bytes. This field confirms the value of true if the disk of the user's device was started from a solid state disk. The value of false is assigned if the user's device is not a solid state disk or if it is message_boot_disk_is_known_ssd unknown. message_computer_has_internal_battery This field confirms the value of true if the user's device can run on battery power. This field confirms the value of true if the user's device is considered portable (currently not message_computer_is_currently_running_on_battery_power connected to a power source). message_computer_manufacturer This field describes the user's device manufacturer name, for example "Apple Inc." This field describes the total Random Access Memory (RAM) size of the user's computer, in message_computer_ram_size_bytes bytes. RAM is measured by its speed (MHz) and by its size (megabytes or gigabytes). This field describes the speed of the Random Access Memory (RAM) chips, that exist within message_computer_ram_speed_herz the user's device. message_cpu_clock_frequency_herz This field describes the clock frequency of the CPU(s), in herz This field confirms the value of true if the Central Processing Units (CPU) of the user's device supports 64-bit. 64-bit refers to the number of bits (the smallest unit of information on a message_cpu_is_64_bit_capable machine) that can be processed or transmitted. This field describes the size of the Central Processing Units (CPU) level 1. A CPU cache is a hardware cache used by the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer to reduce the average cost (time or energy) to access data from the main memory. A cache is a smaller, faster memory, closer to a processor core, which stores copies of the data from frequently used main memory locations. Most CPUs have different independent caches, including instruction and data caches, where the data cache is usually organized as a hierarchy of more message_cpu_level_1_cache_size_bytes cache levels (L1, L2, L3, L4, etc.). This field describes the size of the Central Processing Units (CPU) level 2. A CPU cache is a hardware cache used by the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer to reduce the average cost (time or energy) to access data from the main memory. A cache is a smaller, faster memory, closer to a processor core, which stores copies of the data from frequently used main memory locations. Most CPUs have different independent caches, including instruction and data caches, where the data cache is usually organized as a hierarchy of more message_cpu_level_2_cache_size_bytes cache levels (L1, L2, L3, L4, etc.). This field describes the size of the Central Processing Units (CPU) level 3. A CPU cache is a hardware cache used by the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer to reduce the average cost (time or energy) to access data from the main memory. A cache is a smaller, faster memory, closer to a processor core, which stores copies of the data from frequently used main memory locations. Most CPUs have different independent caches, including instruction and data caches, where the data cache is usually organized as a hierarchy of more message_cpu_level_3_cache_size_bytes cache levels (L1, L2, L3, L4, etc.). This field describes the number of logical cores across all Central Processing Units (CPUs). Logical cores are the number of physical cores times the number of threads that can run on message_cpu_num_logical_cores each cores. This field describes the number of real cores across all Central Processing Units (CPUs) message_cpu_num_physical_cores within the user's device. This field describes the current bit depth (number of bits per sample) of the audio output message_default_audio_output_device_current_bit_depth device that Spotify is playing through, for example 16. This field describes the current buffer size (in sample frames) of the audio output device that message_default_audio_output_device_current_buffer_size Spotify is playing through, for example 512. This field describes the current number of channels (number of samples per frame) of the message_default_audio_output_device_current_num_channels audio output device that Spotify is playing through, for example 2 (= stereo) or 1 (= mono). This field describes the current sample rate (in Herz) of the audio output device that Spotify is message_default_audio_output_device_current_sample_rate playing through, for example 44100.0. This field confirms true if the audio output device that Spotify is playing through is built in to message_default_audio_output_device_is_builtin the device. This field confirms true if the audio output device that Spotify is playing through is a virtual message_default_audio_output_device_is_virtual software device. This field describes the manufacturer of the audio output device that Spotify is playing message_default_audio_output_device_manufacturer through, for example "Apple Inc.". This field describes the maximum supported bit depth (number of bits per sample) of the message_default_audio_output_device_maximum_bit_depth audio output device that Spotify is playing through, for example 24. This field describes the maximum supported number of channels (number of samples per frame) of the audio output device that Spotify is playing through, for example 6 (= surround message_default_audio_output_device_maximum_num_channels sound). This field describes the maximum supported sample rate (in Herz) of the audio output device message_default_audio_output_device_maximum_sample_rate that Spotify is playing through, for example 96000.0. This field describes the name of the audio output device that Spotify is playing through, for message_default_audio_output_device_name example "Built-in Output", "Built-in Line Output", "Built-in Digital Output". This field describes the height in pixels of the default-format video image of the default video message_default_video_capture_device_image_height capture device (web cam), 0 if no video capture. This field describes the width in pixels of the default-format video image of the default video message_default_video_capture_device_image_width capture device (web cam), 0 if no video capture. This field confirms true if the default video capture device (web cam), if any, is built in to the message_default_video_capture_device_is_builtin computer. This field describes the manufacturer of the default video capture device (web cam), if any, for message_default_video_capture_device_manufacturer example "Apple Inc." This field describes the model of the default video capture device (web cam), if any, for message_default_video_capture_device_model example "Apple Camera VendorID_0x106B ProductID_0x1570". This field describes the user interface name of the default video capture device (web cam), if message_default_video_capture_device_name any, for example "FaceTime High Definition Camera". message_has_bluetooth_support This field confirms true if the user's computer has support for bluetooth communication. message_has_builtin_keyboard This field confirms true if the user's device has a built-in keyboard. message_has_builtin_pointing_device This field confirms true if there is a trackpad or similar built in to the user's device. This field confirms true if there is a game controller (including joysticks) currently connected to message_has_game_controller the device. message_has_keyboard This field confirms true if there is a keyboard connected to the computer. This field confirms true if the device has some kind of pen input (like a Wacom tablet or a message_has_pen_input stylus). message_has_pointing_device This field confirms true if there is a mouse or trackpad connected to the device. message_has_touch_screen This field confirms true if the user's device allows for touch screen support. message_has_touchpad This field confirms the value of true if the device has a trackpad with multitouch support. This field confirms the value of true if the screen where the Spotify window is currently located message_mac_app_screen_currently_contains_active_menu_bar contains an active menu bar. This field confirms the value of true if the screen where the Spotify window is currently located message_mac_app_screen_currently_contains_the_dock contains the macOS Dock. This field describes the number of device pixels per point for the screen where the Spotify message_mac_app_screen_scale_factor window is currently located, usually 1.0 or 2.0 (2.0 = a retina screen) message_mac_app_system_localization_language This field describes the system language that the Spotify macOS/Windows app is running in. This field describes the code that names the way the disk (where the Spotify cache resides) is message_mac_application_cache_disk_connection_type connected to the device, for example "PCI", "SATA", "USB" etc. This field describes the code that names the way the disk (where the Spotify app resides) is message_mac_application_disk_connection_type connected to the device, for example "PCI", "SATA", "USB" etc. This field describes the code that names the way the startup disk is connected to the device, message_mac_boot_disk_connection_type for example "PCI", "SATA", "USB" etc. message_mac_computer_model This field describes the internal code for the device model, for example "MacBookPro11,5" message_mac_computer_model_family This field describes the device name. message_mac_cpu_family_code This field describes the Central Processing Unit (CPU) family code of the user's device. This field describes the manufacturer, model and specs of the Central Processing Unit (CPU), message_mac_cpu_product_name for example "Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4980HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz". This field describes the name/code of the output type of the audio output device that Spotify is message_mac_default_audio_output_device_terminal_type playing through, for example "Headphones", "Line connector". This field describes the name/code of the connection type of the audio output device that message_mac_default_audio_output_device_transport_type Spotify is playing through, for example "Built-in", "USB". This field describes the code for the connection type of the default video capture device (web message_mac_default_video_capture_device_transport_type cam), if any, for example "PCI", "USB". This field confirms true if the computer has a touch bar (touch display on the keyboard). Can message_mac_has_touch_bar also be true if the user is running some kind of touch bar simulator. This field describes the name of the "main" network interface, for example "Wi-Fi", "Apple message_mac_main_network_interface_name USB Ethernet Adapter", "Thunderbolt Ethernet", "Bluetooth PAN" message_mac_main_network_interface_type This field describes the type/code of the "main" network interface. This field describes the model name of the network interface, for example "Wireless Network message_main_network_interface_hardware_model Adapter (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac)" This field describes the name of the manufacturer of the network interface, for example message_main_network_interface_hardware_vendor "Apple". message_main_network_interface_link_speed_bps This field describes the link speed of the network interface, in bits per second. message_main_network_interface_medium_speed_bps This field describes the medium speed of the network interface, in bits per second This field confirms true if the "main" network interface supports IPV4. Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) is the fourth revision of the Internet Protocol and a widely used protocol in data communication over different kinds of networks. IPv4 is a connectionless protocol used message_main_network_interface_supports_ipv4 in packet-switched layer networks, such as Ethernet. This field confirms true if the "main" network interface supports IPV6. IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) is a set of specifications from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that's essentially an upgrade of IP version 4 (IPv4). The basics of IPv6 are similar to those of IPv4 -- devices can use IPv6 as source and destination addresses to pass packets over a network, message_main_network_interface_supports_ipv6 and tools like ping work for network testing as they do in IPv4, with some slight variations. message_num_active_network_interfaces This field describes the number of network interfaces that have a network connection. This field describes the number of audio output devices connected to the user's device. message_num_audio_output_devices Includes virtual (emulated or software) devices. This field describes the number of screens currently connected to (the graphics cards in) the message_num_connected_screens user's device. message_num_graphics_cards This field describes the number of graphics cards currently installed in the user's device. This field describes the number of video capture devices currently connected to the user's message_num_video_capture_devices device. message_os_platform This field describes the platform that Spotify is running on. For Example: MacOS or Windows. message_os_version This field describes the version number of the operating system. This field describes the number of seconds the user's device has been running (awake) since message_system_up_time_awake_seconds it was last (re)started. message_system_up_time_including_sleep_seconds This field describes the number of seconds since the user's device was last restarted. This field describes the preferred language for the system according to the user's system message_system_user_preferred_language_code preferences. This field describes the preferred locale (regional settings code) according to the user's message_system_user_preferred_locale system preferences. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DesktopGPUAccelerationInfo Category: Usage data This event contains information about settings related to how the user interface of the Spotify client is drawn on Windows and macOS. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username This will be set to true if the Spotify client is using the graphics processor in the computer to message_is_enabled draw the user interface timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DesktopHighMemoryUsage Category: Usage data This event contains information about the memory usage in the Spotify desktop client. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username This field describes whether this event was sent as a follow up to one or more previous events during a run of the client. If this field is set to false it means that this event was the first event message_is_continuation_event sent in a session. This field describes the total memory footprint for the main Spotify desktop application process, measured in bytes. This is the same measurement that can be seen when running message_mac_footprint_bytes the Activity Monitor. This field is only set when reported from computers running macOS. This field describes the amount of resident memory the main Spotify desktop application process is using on the computer, measured in bytes. This field is only set when reported message_mac_resident_size_bytes from computers running macOS. This field describes the amount of virtual memory being used by the main Spotify desktop application process, measured in bytes. This field is only set when reported from computers message_mac_virtual_size_bytes running macOS. This field describes the length of time in seconds that currently passes between each memory message_sample_time_interval_seconds measurement. This field describes the amount of memory the Windows memory manager has currently committed for the Spotify desktop application, measured in bytes. This field is only set when message_win_committed_bytes reported from computers running Windows. This field describes the maximum amount of memory the Windows memory manager has committed for the Spotify desktop application during this run, measured in bytes. This field is message_win_peak_committed_bytes only set when reported from computers running Windows. This field describes the maximum amount of working set memory that has been used by the Spotify application during this run, measured in bytes. This field is only set when reported message_win_peak_working_set_bytes from computers running Windows. This fields describes the current amount of working set memory that the Spotify desktop application is using, measured in bytes. This field is only set when reported from computers message_win_working_set_bytes running Windows. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DesktopUpdateMessageProcessed Category: Usage data This event is logged when the Spotify desktop client has received a message about a new client update being available. It contains infromation about the new client version. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username This field contains the binary hash of the resource promoted by upgrade desktop update message_binary_hash message message_is_critical This field contains whether the desktop update message contains an emergency upgrade message_revision This field contains the version number of the client update This field contains what backend service delivered the desktop update message, ap = the old message_source service or du = the new service message_success This field contains whether the desktop update message did parse and verify correctly timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DesktopUpdateResponse Category: Usage data This event contains information returned from a Spotify backend service related to desktop client updates. item name item description This field describes the Client Time Offset. it is defined as client time minus the servertime in identData_clientoffset UTC. the dats representation is in milliseconds and might be null in case of client is offline This field describes the Client Timestamp. The dats representation is in milliseconds and is identData_clienttimestamp UTC based This field describes the country where the connection originated from. The country is identData_conn_country formatted as an ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. This field describes the current registration country of the user. The country is formatted as an identData_country ISO-3166-1 alpha-2 country code. identData_ident This field contains the user's IP address. identData_ip_addr This field contains the public IP address of the connected device This field contains information on the platform of the connected node. it may be used to identData_platform Identify the OS and the OS version used by the user identData_revision This field contains information on the client version This field contains the UserAgent. the UserAgent is a string coming from a browser's navigator.userAgent property. It identifies the OS and OS version, and browser and browser identData_user_agent version. identData_username This field contains the username message_payload_size This field contains size of the payload in bytes for the desktop update message message_request_time_ms This field contains the request execution time for the desktop update message message_status_code This field contains the status code returned from desktop update backend service timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DeviceIdentifier Category: Usage Data This file contains information about the messages sent each time the user connected a device, identifying the device that is connected. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user message_googleaid This field describes the Google advertising identifier (empty if not available). timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_Download Category: Usage Data This file contains records of each time the user downloads or reads any part of any audio file. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the bitrate of the audio file requested. Bitrate refers to the number of message_bitrate bits—or the amount of data—that are processed over a certain amount of time. This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file downloaded from a Spotify-internal message_bytes_from_ap Server. message_bytes_from_cache This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file read from the cache. This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file downloaded using a cellular message_bytes_from_carrier connection. This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file downloaded from a content server message_bytes_from_cdn (CDN). This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file downloaded using a connection over message_bytes_from_ethernet ethernet cable. This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file downloaded using an unknown message_bytes_from_unknown connection type. This field describes the number of bytes of the audio file downloaded using a Wi-Fi message_bytes_from_wifi connection. This field describes the average time in milliseconds to get 65536 bytes in a reply from a content server (CDN). Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply message_cdn_64k_avg_latency from a content server). This field describes information about audio file download, such as how long (in milliseconds) did it take to get the very first 65536 bytes from a content server. Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify message_cdn_64k_initial_latency service did not recieve any bytes in a reply from a content server). This field describes the highest time in milliseconds to get 65536 bytes in a reply from a content server (CDN). Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply message_cdn_64k_max_latency from a content server). This field describes the median time in milliseconds to get 65536 bytes in a reply from a content server. Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply from a message_cdn_64k_median_latency content server). This field describes the minimum time in milliseconds to get 65536 bytes in a reply from a content server (CDN). Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply message_cdn_64k_min_latency from a content server). This field describes the average download bandwidth (in bytes/s) when downloading from content server, Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply from a message_cdn_avg_bw content server). This field describes the average time in milliseconds in a reply from a content server. Or -1 if message_cdn_avg_latency invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not receive any bytes in a reply from a content server). This field describes the domain of the content server (CDN) where the file was downloaded message_cdn_domain from (if applicable). The "abc.org" part of an address like "https://abc.org/abcabc" This field describes the estimated bandwidth (in bytes/s) before starting the download. Or -1 if message_cdn_initial_bw_estimate invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply from a content server). This field describes the time in milliseconds in a reply from a content server to get the first message_cdn_initial_latency byte of data. Or -1 if invalid. This field describes the highest time (in milliseconds) to get the first byte in a reply from a content server (CDN). Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not recieve any bytes in a reply message_cdn_max_latency from a content server). This field describes the median time (in milliseconds) to get the first byte in a reply from a Content Delivery Server (CDN). Or -1 if invalid (we never got any bytes in a reply from a message_cdn_median_latency content server). This field describes the minimum time in milliseconds to get the first byte in a reply from the Content Delivery Network (CDN). Or -1 if invalid (i.e. Spotify service did not receive any bytes message_cdn_min_latency in a reply). This field describes the scheme name of the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) when a file is message_cdn_uri_scheme downloaded from the Content Delivery Network (CDN). This field describes X-Cache http header as received from the Content Delivery Network message_cdn_x_cache (CDN). message_content_size This field describes the size of the audio file (in bytes). This field describes the content that was downloaded, for example, unknown, music, ad, message_content_type auto-update, show-audio, external-show-audio or show-video. message_error_from_ap This field describes the number of errors from a dedicated Spotify access point. message_error_from_cdn This field describes the number of errors from the Content Delivery Network (CDN). message_num_cache_error This field describes the number of disk read errors that occured. message_reqs_from_ap This field describes the number of requests made to a dedicated Spotify access point. message_reqs_from_cdn This field describes the number of requests made to a Content Delivery Network (CDN.) message_total_time This field describes the total download time in milliseconds. message_waste_from_ap This field describes the duplicate bytes downloaded from a dedicated Spotify access point. message_waste_from_cdn This field describes the duplicate bytes downloaded from the Content Delivery Network. message_waste_from_p2p This field describes the duplicate number bytes downloaded from Peer-to-Peer network. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_DownloadInteraction Category: Usage Data This file contains records of each time the user taps the "Download" toggle in the Spotify application. For example when downloading albums, songs or playlists. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user This field describes the item/context when the user changes download state for, e.g. a playlist message_download_uri or an episode. This field describes if the user used the download toggle, the option in the toolbar, or action in message_element_type the context menu to download a playlist. This field describes the download state that the user is trying to set, eg. when the user is setting a playlist to be "offline"/"download", this will be true, and if the user is removing a message_requested_state playlist from "offline"/"download", it will be false. This field describes in which view the user is interacting with the download toggle/download message_view_uri option. Example could be playlist or album. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_EndAd Category: Marketing Data This file contains records of the message that is sent each time the user plays audio advertisement content. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user message_ad_clicked This field describes if the advertisement was clicked on by the user. This field describes the total size, in bytes, of compressed audio content for the played message_bytes_in_song advertisement. This field describes the size, in bytes, of the played portion of the compressed audio content message_bytes_played for the advertisments. message_client_ad_count The field describes the number of times the client has seen the same advertisement before. This field describes the number of times the user has heard the same campaign before in the message_client_campaign_count client. This field describes the delay before playing the audio advertisement in milliseconds, -1 value message_ms_latency is asssigned if the advertisement was not played. message_ms_played This field describes the number of milliseconds the audio advertisement was played. This field describes the time it took to receive the first 65535 bytes of the audio advertisemtnt message_ms_rcv_latency from the content servers. This field describes the number of milliseconds by which the user moved the playhead message_ms_seekback backwards. This field describes the number of milliseconds by which the user moved the playhead message_ms_seekfwd forwards. This field describes the milliseconds of estimated advertisement length (from audio file message_ms_total_est header). message_n_seekback This field describes the number of times the user moved the playhead backwards. message_n_seekfwd This field describes the number of times the user moved the playhead forwards. message_n_stutter This field describes the number of times the audio stopped playing. message_p_lowbuffer This field describes the portion of the advertisment playback time with low audio buffer level. This field describes how the advertisement playback was ended. This field can have the following values: "trackdone" - The advertisement played to its end. "endplay" - The user started playing something else (by clicking on a track or Play/Shuffle button or similar). "fwdbtn" - The user pressed Next/Forward. "logout" - The app was shut down or the user logged out. "remote" - The advertisement playback was moved to another device. "trackerror" - The playback of the advertisement failed. "unknown" or empty - The reason why the message_reason_end advertisement stopped playing is unknown. This field describes how the advertisement playback was started. This field can have the following values: "trackdone" - The previous track played to its end, and this advertisement played before the next track to play. "playbtn" - The user pressed Play on a playlist or other list of tracks, and this advertisement played before that action was followed. "fwdbtn" - The user pressed Next/Forward, and this advertisement played before the next track to play. "clickrow" - The user pressed a specific track in a list of tracks, and this advertisement played before that track started to play. "backbtn" - The user pressed Back, and this advertisement played before the previous track started to play. "appload" - This advertisement was playing the previous time the user used the app, and the user continued playing this advertisement when the app was started again. "remote" - The advertisement was started on another device and then transferred to this device. "trackerror" - The playback of the previous track ran into some form of error, and this advertisement started playing before the next track. "unknown" or message_reason_start empty - The reason why the advertisement started playing is unknown. message_skipped This field describes if the user skipped the advertisement to play the next song. message_source_end This field describes the feature/page where the next track was started from. This field describes the feature/page that the track was playing from before the advertisement message_source_start was started. timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_EndSong Category: Usage Data This file contains information about the messages sent each time the user streams audio content. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user message_incognito_mode This field describes whether the track was played in a private session. message_ms_played This field describes the number of milliseconds that the audio was played. This field confirms true if the Spotify application did not have a connection to the internet message_offline when the track was started. This field describes the time when a Spotify track started playing. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. This is the number of message_offline_timestamp seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). This field describes how the track playback was ended. This field can have the following values: "trackdone" - The track played to its end. "fwdbtn" - The user pressed Next/Forward. "endplay" - The user started playing something else (by clicking a track or Play/Shuffle button or similar). "backbtn" - The user pressed Back. "unexpected-exit-while-paused" - The playback was paused, and at some point after that, the app was shut down either by the user, or by the operating system, or it crashed. "unexpected-exit" - The app was shut down either by the user, or by the operating system, or it crashed. "logout" - The app was shut down or the user logged out. "remote" - The track playback was moved to another device. "trackerror" - The playback of the track failed. "unknown" or empty - The reason why the track stopped message_reason_end playing is unknown. This field describes how the track was started. This field can have the following values: "trackdone" - The previous track played to its end and this was the next track to play. "fwdbtn" - The user pressed Next/Forward and this was the next track to play. "clickrow" - The user pressed a specific track in a list of tracks. "backbtn" - The user pressed Back and this was the previous track to play. "playbtn" - The user pressed Play on a playlist or other list of tracks. "appload" - This was the track played the previous time the user used the app, and the user continued playing this track when the app was started again. "remote" - The track was started on another device and then transferred to this device. "trackerror" - The playback of the previous track ran into some form of error, and this was the next track to play. "unknown" or message_reason_start empty - The reason why the user (or the app) started playing this track is unknown. This field describes the context from which the played track was initiated, e.g. where the user message_referer clicked to start playing the track. This field describes if the track started playing because it was was chosen to play next by the message_shuffle shuffle algorithm. This field describes the feature/page that caused the track to stop playing (by starting message_source_end playback of another track from a given feature/page). message_source_start This field describes the feature/page where the track was started from. This field describes the audio transition used to start this track, this can be one of: "none" (or empty) - meaning none of the other transitions were used, so it had a very short pause (half a second) between the previous track and this. "crossfade" - it played the previous track and this track at the same time, for a short while, fading out the previous track and fading in this track. "gapless" - it had no pause at all between the previous track and this. (This is only used when two tracks from the same album are played after each other in the order they are in on message_transition the album, eg track 4 followed by track 5.) timestamp_utc This field describes the time when the Spotify event was created. Ap_EndVideo Category: Usage Data This file contains records of the messages that is sent each time the user streams video content. item name item description identData_ip_addr This field describes the Internet Protocol address (IP address). identData_username The username of the user message_incognito_mode This field describes whether playback was initiated in incognito/private mode. message_ms_played This field describes the total milliseconds played, including overlapping time ranges. message_offline This field describes whether the video was played in offline mode. This field describes the timestamp of when the user's device played the video in offline mode. This timestamp is recorded in Unix time (Unix time is a system for describing a point in time. message_offline_timestamp This is the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Thursday, 1 January 1970). message_reason_end 
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